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Abstract—In this paper, we use real experiments to study mul-
tiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) 802.11n rate adaptation (RA)
on a programmable access point (AP) platform. Our case study
shows that existingRA solutions offermuch lower throughput than
even a fixed-rate scheme. It is proven that all such algorithms are
MIMO-mode oblivious; they do not differentiate spatial diversity
and spatial multiplexing modes. We first design MiRA, a novel
MIMO RA scheme that zigzags between intra- and inter-MIMO
modes to address MIMO 802.11n dynamics. Second, we examine a
window-based RA solution, which runs an independent RA in each
MIMO mode in parallel and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-based
MIMO RA that differentiates modes using SNR measurements.
Our experiments show that MIMO-mode aware designs outper-
formMIMO-mode oblivious RAs in various settings, with goodput
gains up to 73.5% in field trials.

Index Terms—IEEE 80211n, multiple-input–multiple-output
(MIMO), rate adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

I EEE 802.11n standard adopts multiple-input–mul-
tiple-output (MIMO) technology to further enhance its

physical-layer (PHY) capability. Using multiple transmit and
receive antennas, it supports both spatial-diversity-oriented
single-stream (SS) and spatial-multiplexing-driven, mul-
tiple-stream [double-stream (DS) in our platform] operation
modes. Together with channel bonding of two adjacent chan-
nels, 802.11n offers a much wider range of transmission rate
options up to 600 Mb/s. The wider span and larger number of
rates make 802.11n rate adaptation (RA) more challenging, as
it has to adjust not only the modulation-coding scheme (MCS),
but also the MIMO mode at runtime based on the channel
quality.
In this paper, we identify issues and propose solutions for

MIMO-based RA in 802.11n systems. Our work started with a
simple question: Can we simply apply RA algorithms, which
have been shown to work well for the legacy 802.11a/b/g
networks, to the MIMO setting? Our experiments on stan-
dard-compliant 802.11n access point (AP) platform show that
both popular legacy RAs (RRAA [4] and SampleRate [5]) and
MIMO RAs (Atheros MIMO RA [2], used in 802.11n Atheros
chipsets) have significant limitations. To our surprise, all three
algorithms offer 28%–44% lower goodput, defined as effective
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throughput by excluding protocol overhead, than the best
fixed-rate scheme. The fundamental problem is that all such
algorithms do not properly consider the inherent characteristics
of SS and DS MIMO modes, which exhibit very different loss
patterns.
Our extensive experiments both in a campus environment and

in RF chamber uncover a nonnegligible, nonmonotonic relation
between loss and rate in 802.11n MIMO scenarios, when con-
sidering all rate options and ignoring operation modes. That is,
although rate increases, loss does not monotonically grow with
rates in different modes due to inherent MIMO characteristics
[16]–[18]. This results in existing RAs to transmit at rates lower
than the best goodput rate. However, within each SS/DS mode,
the monotonic behavior between loss and rate still largely holds.
In this paper, we first design MiRA, a new practical RA

algorithm for slow fading MIMO channels. MiRA is 802.11n
standard-compliant and can be implemented using commodity
802.11n hardware, without requiring any modifications on
the receiver side. MiRA addresses loss nonmonotonicity by
applying a novel zigzag RA scheme, which opportunistically
zigzags between intra- and intermode RA operations. It starts
by sequentially probing rates of the current MIMO mode
exploiting loss monotonicity across individual modes. When
it cannot further improve goodput in its current mode, MiRA
performs intermode RA by exploring the other DS/SS mode. It
uses a new adaptive probe interval mechanism to limit probing
at low goodput rates, while it also exploits 802.11n frame
aggregation feature and BlockAck to differentiate collision
from channel losses. In addition to MiRA, we design and
evaluate several alternatives to MIMO RA. Window-based rate
adaptation (WRA) runs an independent RA in each MIMO
mode in parallel, to address loss nonmonotonicity, while it
maintains and adjusts a rate selection window to identify the
best-goodput rate with limited probing cost. MIMO-Sam-
pleRate uses signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements to
differentiate between SS/DS modes.
Our experiments in indoor controlled static/low-mobility

settings and field trials confirm the performance gains of
MIMO-mode-aware RAs under various MIMO configurations.
Specifically, MiRA consistently outperforms RRAA, Sam-
pleRate, and Atheros MIMO RA with goodput gains up to
124.8% and 182.2% for static and mobile clients, respectively.
In the field trials, MiRA and WRA achieve goodput gains up to
73.5% over the other legacy and MIMO RA algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II in-

troduces the background and describes our experimental setting.
Section III studies a simple case of applying existing RA algo-
rithms in the 802.11n scenario, and Section IV reports the find-
ings on characteristics of SS and DS modes. Section V presents
the design of MiRA, and Section VI discusses several MIMO
RA alternative solutions. Section VII describes our implemen-
tation and evaluation, while Section VIII reviews the related
work. Section IX concludes the paper.
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II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces the 802.11n standard and describes
our experimental setting.

A. IEEE 802.11n Standard

The IEEE 802.11n standard incorporates several new features
to boost performance. The most important are MIMO, channel
bonding at PHY layer, and frame aggregation at MAC layer.
1) MIMO: PHY uses multiple transmit and receive antennas

to support two MIMO modes of operation. Spatial diversity
transmits a single data stream from each transmit antenna, lever-
aging the independent fading over multiple antenna links, to
enhance signal diversity. Spatial multiplexing (SM) transmits
independent and separately encoded spatial streams from each
of the multiple transmit antennas to boost performance. The
802.11n standard supports up to four spatial steams. MIMO
modes may be also combined such as diversity, and SM gains
can be obtained simultaneously [17].Channel-bonding/40-MHz
operation simultaneously uses two separate channels to transmit
data, thus doubling the rate in principle. The legacy 802.11a/b/g
systems use a single 20-MHz channel, but 802.11n can operate
in the 40-MHzmode over two adjacent channels, one as the con-
trol and the other as the extension.Frame aggregation amortizes
protocol overhead over multiple frames [1], [22]. It packs sev-
eral data frames, calledMac Protocol Data Units (MPDUs), into
an aggregate frame (called A-MPDU). We define as aggrega-
tion level the number of MPDUs in an A-MPDU. The 802.11n
standard also supports fast MCS feedback mechanism, which
we discuss in Section VII-C.

B. Experimental Platform and Setting

We conduct all experiments on a programmable AP plat-
form, which uses Atheros AR5416 2.4/5 GHzMAC/BBMIMO
chipset. Our AP supports SS and DS modes. Its available rates
can go up to 130 and 300 Mb/s for 20- and 40-MHz channel
operations, respectively. Frame aggregation with BlockAck
(i.e., ACK for A-MPDU) feedback is supported as well. Our
AP has three available antennas. We repeat our experiments
with different 802.11n clients: Buffalo WLI-CB-AG300NH
802.11a/b/g/n wireless adapter based on Marvell 802.11n
chipset, Linksys WPC600N 802.11a/b/g/n, and Airport Ex-
treme wireless adapters using Broadcom chipset. The results
presented in this paper are from the Airport Extreme adapter,
which supports up to 270-Mb/s rates.
Our platform provides important per-frame control func-

tionalities, which facilitate our research on rate adaptation.
Upon receiving a BlockAck, the RA module gets feed-
back including the number of MPDUs in the transmitted
A-MPDU (called ) and the number of MPDUs
received with errors (called ). If the entire A-MPDU
is lost, the number of hardware retries (called as ) is
also available. We can then compute subframe error rate as

. Per-antenna SNR feedback
is available to the RA module as well. Our platform allows
the implementation of RA algorithms in the firmware. For our
study, we evaluate both legacy [4], [5] and MIMO RAs [2].
We conduct our experiments in both a campus setting and an

RF chamber. Fig. 1 shows the floorplan of the campus building
where we run the experiments. Spots P1 to P19 represent dif-
ferent locations where the clients are placed. The RF chamber

Fig. 1. Experimental floorplan.

TABLE I
RATE DISTRIBUTION, GOODPUT, AND SFER OF EXISTING RA ALGORITHMS

AT P4

offers an RF shielded room isolated from external RF noises and
interferences. In all the experiments, unless it is explicitly men-
tioned, we initiate downlink back-to-back UDP traffic (from the
AP to client) with 1.5-kB MPDUs. Channel bandwidth is set to
40 MHz, and aggregation is enabled. We also configure the AP
at the interference-free (as verified by the sniffer) 5-GHz band
on channel 36.

III. PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY

We started our work by examining how well the existing RA
algorithms work in the 802.11n MIMO setting. The goal is to
understand which factors in these RA schemes lead to their per-
formance gain or loss and whichMIMO characteristic is the root
cause. To illustrate our findings, we first present a case study,
while we discuss more comprehensive results in Section IV. In
our case study setting, the AP transmits back-to-backA-MPDUs
at a static client located at P4. We studied three representa-
tive RA algorithms. RRAA [4] and SampleRate [5] have been
shown to work well in the legacy 802.11a/b/g scenarios. Atheros
MIMORA is a new algorithm used in 802.11n Atheros chipsets.
We also conducted fixed-rate experiments at every 802.11n rate
option.
Table I summarizes the results of these experiments. Unfor-

tunately, all three RA algorithms perform worse than the best
fixed-rate scheme, with 28%–44% lower goodput. The goodput
at the best fixed rate is 128.5 Mb/s, while Atheros RA gives
71.4 Mb/s, RRAA offers 85.4 Mb/s, and SampleRate gives
91.9 Mb/s. These results clearly indicate that the existing RA
algorithms cannot be effectively applied in 802.11n networks.
It turns out that all three RA algorithms were transmitting

at rates lower than the best rate choice. Table I states that the
goodput at 162DS is 128.5 Mb/s, while the goodput at 108SS,
108DS, 121.5SS, and 135SS are only 96.5, 96.3, 74, and
36.6 Mb/s, respectively. Obviously, a good RA should transmit
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Fig. 2. SFER versus transmission rate in 802.11n MIMO settings (measured at location P4). (a) SFER nonmonotonicity in high cross-mode rates. (b) SFER
monotonicity in DS mode. (c) SFER monotonicity in SS mode.

most of its frames at 162DS rather than at other rates. However,
as illustrated in Table I, the rate distribution of each RA, which
provides the percentage of data frames transmitted at a given
rate, shows the opposite results. SampleRate transmits 89% of
frames at 108DS; RRAA transmits 53% and 47% at 121.5SS
and 108SS. The Atheros MIMO RA is even worse, transmitting
51% at 108SS and 49% at 54SS, and not using 162DS at all.
We next examine what happens at rate 162DS and other

rates. Our experiments, plotted in Fig. 2(a), reveal that two fac-
tors play a critical role: nonnegligible, nonmonotonic relation
between SFER and rate, and frame aggregation. Fig. 2(a) shows
that SFER does not monotonically increase as the rate grows
from 121.5 to 162 Mb/s. The frame loss SFER is only 4.3% at
162DS, but is 54.6% at 135SS, 17.9% at 121.5SS and 0.15%
at 108SS and 108DS. This finding in 802.11n MIMO settings
is clearly different from that in the legacy 802.11a/b/g sys-
tems. Aggregation level is another factor that affects goodput.
Fig. 2(a) states that the average aggregation level is 27 MPDUs
at 162DS, but is 15 MPDUs at 121.5SS. This (11.3MPDU)
larger aggregation level also leads to goodput improvement
as the amortized per-frame overhead is smaller. With both
low SFER and high aggregation level, 162DS significantly
outperforms other rates.
Once we discovered the two factors of nonmonotonic SFER

and frame aggregation level, we further look into why existing
RA designs have difficulty in identifying and staying at the best
rate that offers highest goodput. The RRAA algorithm [4] as-
sumes that SFER monotonically increases with rate. Therefore,
RRAA assumes that higher rates would yield higher losses when
evaluating the rate 121.5SS. This is true for 135SS, but not true
for 162DS. As a result, it never probes 162DS that has smaller
SFER and highest goodput. Atheros MIMO RA also assumes
monotonicity in that all rates above the current rate have
no smaller SFER. When probing, it upper-bounds the candi-
date rates for selection (maxRate) by probing one rate higher
than the current best-goodput rate . By analyzing actual packet
traces, we observe that probing fails at 135SS and maxRate is
set at 121.5SS for most transmissions. Consequently, Atheros
MIMO RA transmits almost all of the frames at rates lower than
121.5 Mb/s. SampleRate [5] randomly samples diverse rates
via probing, but suffers from stale statistics on the goodput and
SFER at a rate as it updates statistics only by probing these rates.
It consequently transmits at rates below 135 Mb/s as shown
in Table I. Moreover, the SampleRate MADWiFi implementa-
tion bounds sampling to at most two rates higher than the cur-
rent rate. It thus does not update stale statistics for rates greater

than 135 Mb/s and transmits most data at 108DS. Even when
we relaxed SampleRate’s sampling bound, it may still suffer
from stale statistics and probing overhead, as we discuss in
Section VII-C.

IV. STUDYING MIMO CHARACTERISTICS IN 802.11n SYSTEMS

The above case study shows that the fundamental reason for
RA under-performance is the inherent MIMO characteristics
[16]–[18]. We next repeat our case study scenario by placing
the client in various locations of the floorplan of Fig. 1, and we
present a thorough study on 802.11n characteristics.

A. SFER Nonmonotonicity in SS and DS

Our experimental results show that, different from the legacy
802.11a/b/g systems, there exhibits a nonnegligible, nonmono-
tonic relation between the rate option and SFER in 802.11n
MIMO settings when considering all rates in both SS and DS
modes. SFER does not monotonically increase when the trans-
mission rate increases. The nonmonotonicity appears more dis-
tinctive under two scenarios: 1) in the high-rate region (e.g.,

SS) as shown in Fig. 2(a); and 2) at same rates in dif-
ferent modes (e.g., 108SS and 108DS) as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Representative examples of these two cases are illustrated in
Tables II and III. Table II shows that the nonmonotonicity in
SFER is particularly severe between three adjacent cross-mode
rates (i.e., 121.5SS, 135SS, 162DS). In the four locations P3,
P4, P8, and P10 (we show a subset of results due to space con-
straints), SFER increases as the rate increases from 121.5SS
to 135SS, but drops significantly as the rate further moves to
162DS. SFER drops 50.3% at P4 when switching from 135SS
to 162DS. Similar results are also observed in the RF chamber,
where 121.5SS and 135SS have up to 6.4% and 8.1% higher
SFER than 162DS, respectively. Nonmonotonicity also exhibits
in the same-rate pairs. The SFER difference can be as large as
28.2% (location P10), as shown in Table III. Note that this non-
monotonic behavior is not caused by SNR variations. Tables II
and III show that the SNR values only exhibit minor differences
at a given location.
The root cause for the behavior is that SS and DS are based

on different communication approaches [16]. Thus, it is un-
likely that they will exhibit similar loss-rate relations by simply
merging them together via the numerical value of the transmis-
sion rate. In contrast, our extensive experiments reveal that the
monotonicity between SFER and rate still largely holds in in-
dividual SS and DS modes [see Figs. 2(b) and 3(c) for an il-
lustrative example]. Although Lampe et al. [21] theoretically
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Fig. 3. SFER versus transmission rate in 802.11n MIMO settings (measured at location P10). (a) SFER nonmonotonicity in same cross-mode rates. (b) SFER
monotonicity in DS mode. (c) SFER monotonicity in SS mode.

TABLE II
SFER NONMONOTONICITY W.R.T. RATE IN CROSS MODES

TABLE III
SFER W.R.T. DIFFERENT CROSS-MODE RATE PAIRS

showed that loss monotonicity may not hold for the single-
mode single-input–single-output (SISO) case, our experimental
results advocate that loss monotonicity can safely be assumed
in a practical MIMO setting.
The nonmonotonicity between SFER and rate has profound

implications for 802.11n rate adaptation design. Many existing
RA algorithms implicitly assume the monotonicity between
SFER and rate. For example, one popular mechanism is to
sequentially probe upward/downward the rates and adjust the
rate based on the probing result. Its underlying premise is that
the packet error rate goes higher as the rate increases, and
there is no need to probe/use higher rate if the current one
performs poorly. While this mechanism works reasonably well
in the legacy system, it does not work in the dual-mode MIMO
settings. An efficient rate adaptation design should be able to
handle this nonmonotonic SFER behavior.

B. SS/DS Mode Selection

The above findings indicate that MIMO RA design should
differentiate the two MIMOmodes. The next issue is to identify
possible conditions under which SS underperforms or outper-
forms DS. Several theoretical studies [16]–[18] have shed light
on it via examining the tradeoff between diversity and spatial
multiplexing gains. Our goal is to find the answer via experi-
ments in the 802.11n setting.
The comparison between SS and DS mode summarized in

Tables II and III shows that SNR can serve as a coarse-grained
indicator to decide which mode is more likely to be the winner.
In low-SNR regions (say, dB in our setting), SS is more
likely to outperform DS. In these low-SNR, faraway locations,
SS is the winner over DS with 5% or more goodput gain in
85.7% of locations tested, while its goodput and loss are similar
to DS in the remaining locations. The winning SS rates span
the broad set of 13.5SS, 27SS, 40.5SS, 54SS, and 81SS. The
average goodput gain is 15.6%, but varies from 6% to 40.2%.
In high-SNR regions (say, dB in our setting), DS is more
likely to outperform SS. In fact, in almost all cases, DS is the
winner over SS, with the average goodput gain being 33.2%.
The actual goodput gain varies from 17% to 60.4%. The win-
ning DS rates span the broad set of 108DS, 162DS, 216DS,
243DS, 270DS, and 300DS.
One should be cautious in applying the above findings

because they simply show the general trend rather than claim
which specific mode is the winner in all cases. In fact, there
is always the gray area where either can be the likely winner.
Moreover, there are several nontrivial challenges in finding a
good SNR threshold to be used to select between SS and DS
modes. We will elaborate on these issues in Section VII-C.

C. On Frame Aggregation

Our study on frame aggregation reveals interesting findings
due to its interplay with rate adaptation. Our experiments
uncover that not only traffic source but also SFER have a sig-
nificant impact on aggregation level. When SFER is negligible,
traffic source determines aggregation level by affecting the
number of MPDUs available in software queue. Fig. 4 presents
aggregation level evolution with traffic source in a scenario
where rate is fixed to 243 Mb/s and loss is smaller than 2%.
However, higher SFER can have both positive and negative im-
pact on frame aggregation. Higher loss may raise aggregation
level by increasing lost MPDUs accumulated in software queue
for retransmission. To verify this hypothesis, we fix the rate to
135SS, and we use a smaller data source (60 Mb/s). We next
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Fig. 4. Traffic source versus aggregation level.

Fig. 5. SFER versus aggregation level.

vary the SFER by switching to different locations. When the
loss is small (5.3%), medium (29.2%), or excessive (99.5%),
the average aggregation level is 3.0, 10.5, or 18.9 MPDUs, re-
spectively. Loss may have a negative impact on aggregation as
well. Fig. 5 plots the evolution of aggregation level with SFER
in a setting where rate was fixed to 81SS and the data source
was aggressive enough to ensure full software queue. We see
that high SFER dropped the average aggregation level from 21
to 8.7 MPDUs in the experiment. It turns out that the limiting
factor here is the Block ACK Window (BAW) specified by the
802.11n standard. BAW moves forward as long as MPDUs
with sequence numbers inside the BAW are acknowledged,
similar to the sliding window scheme in TCP. However, if the
first MPDU with sequence number within BAW is lost and
to be retransmitted, then all follow-up A-MPDUs can only ag-
gregate frames within the window of BAW, i.e., with sequence
numbers less than , where 64 is maximum number
of frames aggregated in a single frame in 802.11n. If there are
four follow-up aggregate frames, the aggregation level is only
16 MPDUs on average. Therefore, the position of the lost
MPDU affects the aggregation level for the follow-up frames.
Since higher aggregation can lead to higher goodput due to

amortized overhead, the RA designs may naturally try to max-
imize the aggregation level. However, our experiments show
that this is not always the best strategy. High aggregation level
makes RA less responsive to fast channel dynamics, thus re-
ducing the effective goodput. Table IV presents the performance
of RRAA and RRAA-Limited at location P6. RRAA-Limited
upper-bounds aggregation level in proportion to the rate (as
shown in the last column of Table IV for 1.5-MB MPDUs).
Thus, the maximum A-MPDU size divided by the transmission
rate (air time) should be equal at each rate. This aggregation al-
gorithm is used fromAtheros driver. From Table IV, the average
aggregation level for RRAA is 7.6 MPDUs larger than RRAA-
Limited. However, RRAA-Limited offers 46.9% goodput gain
over RRAA, even with smaller aggregation. Our traces show
that RRAA experienced 21.8% higher SFER than RRAA-Lim-
ited. Table IV indicates that RRAA is less responsive to fast

TABLE IV
RATE DISTRIBUTION AND GOODPUT PERFORMANCE FOR RRAA AND

RRAA LIMITED AT P6

channel dynamics and transmits 34% of frames at 81 Mb/s,
which yields 86.3% SFER. Higher aggregation at this lossy rate
hurts goodput. Hence, for our experiments, we upper-bound ag-
gregation in proportion to rate (similar to Atheros).We leave the
study of aggregation impact on RA’s responsiveness to channel
dynamics as a future work.

V. DESIGN

MiRA seeks to identify and set its transmission rate to the
best rate option, which offers the highest goodput under dy-
namic channel conditions. Unlike other RA algorithms, MiRA
uses a novel zigzag scheme, which opportunistically switches
between intra- and intermode RA operations, to address the
802.11n MIMO characteristics. When performing probe and
rate change, it first stays in its current SS/DS operationmode and
adapts the rate upward/downward. This intramode RA effec-
tively exploits the feature of monotonicity between loss SFER
and rate in the samemode.When it cannot improve further in the
same mode, MiRA performs intermode RA by switching its RA
operation to the other operation mode. It further uses two-level
prioritized probing to reduce the penalty of excessive probing at
bad rates. Finally, MiRA detects collisions from channel errors
based on the loss pattern learned from the 802.11n frame aggre-
gation and BlockAck, without using the RTS/CTS mechanism.
We now elaborate on each operation in detail.

A. Zigzag RA: Intra- and Intermode RA

MiRA zigzags between SS and DS modes. It favors in-
tramode over intermode operations when there is a need to
probe and change the rate (e.g., sudden change in goodput
or probe timer expires). It probes upward/downward within
the current mode until it sees no further chance for goodput
improvement. After intramode operations are completed, it
then performs intermode RA by probing and changing rate to
the other mode. As a result, when channel dynamics call for
rate adjustment, MiRA moves upward/downward in one mode,
switches to the other mode, and moves upward/downward until
the goodput limit within the mode. Then, it may switch its
mode back, and continues the process as time goes. In both
intramode and intermode operations, MiRA uses probing-based
estimation to identify the best goodput and adjust the current
rate accordingly. Zigzag RA is illustrated in Procedure 1, while
downward, upward, and cross-mode operations are presented
by the examples of Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6. Example for Zigzag RA: rate upward trajectory upon better channel.

Procedure 1: : Input , Output

1: update-stats( )
2: collision-detection-and-reaction( )
3:
4: //zigzag RA: intra- and interprobing
5: //isProbe: a variable indicating whether the last frame
is a probe

6: //probeSeq: a list of rates already probed
7: if then
8: update-priority-probing-timer( )
9: if intra-mode-RA-finished then
10:

11: else if inter-mode-RA-finished
then

12:

13: else
14: //finish probing, select the best rate among the

probes
15:
16: end if
17: return
18: end if
19:
20: if probe-timer-expired() = true then
21: //adaptive probing timer expires
22:
23: else if then
24: //channel becomes good
25:
26: else if then
27: //channel becomes bad
28: - - -
29: else
30: //remain in current rate
31:
32:
33: end if
34: return

Suppose the starting rate is 27SS at time , again at location
P4. Upon detecting a better rate, MiRA moves upward in the
SS mode. It continues to probe upward as long as the estimated

Fig. 7. Example for Zigzag RA: rate downward trajectory upon worse channel.

goodput keeps on increasing, thus going through the probing
sequence at rates of 40.5SS, 54SS, 81SS, 108SS. When it fur-
ther probes 121.5SS that gives the goodput 74 Mb/s, it does not
see a higher or equal goodput than 108SS (offering 96.5 Mb/s
in Table I). MiRA thus completes the intramode RA operation
within SS mode. Subsequently, MiRA zigzags to the DS mode
by first probing at 108DS, which is the lowest DS rate whose
loss-free goodput is higher than 96.5Mb/s.Within the DSmode,
it further probes upward to 162DS and 216DS. It finally sets the
transmission rate at 162DS since 216DS delivers lower goodput
than 162DS, thus completing the upward operations.
When the channel condition worsens at time (say, the best

rate for goodput now becomes 40.5SS). MiRA detects reduced
goodput and high-loss SFER at its current rate 162DS. It thus
probes downward along its current mode DS via the sequence
of 108DS, 81DS, and 54DS. Based on the goodput estimate
(say, 30 Mb/s) at 54DS, MiRA does not further probe down-
ward at 27DS since the loss-free goodput at 27DS is lower than
the current estimated goodput. MiRA then zigzags to the SS
mode after identifying the best goodput rate in the DS mode
is 54DS. Upon intermode probing, MiRA first probes 40.5SS
since it is the lowest SS rate whose loss-free goodput is higher
than the estimated goodput of the best rate 54DS. The goodput
estimate at 40.5SS turns out to be the highest 36 Mb/s so far.
In SS mode, MiRA further probes upward at 54SS, which only
offers goodput estimate 29 Mb/s. MiRA thus zigzags through
DS and SS modes and settles down at the best rate 40.5SS.
The zigzag RA scheme in MiRA needs to address two issues:

1) how to decide which rates, in the same mode or across the
mode, to probe; 2) how to estimate the goodput based on the
probing results while taking into account the effect of aggrega-
tion. We next elaborate on both issues.
1) Prioritized Probing: Different from existing RA so-

lutions, MiRA devises a novel, prioritized probing scheme
to address MIMO-related cross-mode characteristics. It also
applies adaptive probing to dynamically adjust the probing
interval based on the measured SFER and recent probing
history in order to reduce excessive probing to bad rates. MiRA
addresses four issues in its probing scheme: 1) when to initiate
probing; 2) what rates to probe; 3) how to probe the candidate
rates in both modes; and 4) how to avoid excessive overhead.
Probing Triggers: MiRA triggers probing and subsequent

goodput estimation using both event-driven and time-driven
mechanisms. It starts probing whenever it observes signif-
icant change in the measured goodput at the current rate.
Specifically, it probes downward (to a lower rate) when
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, where is the measured
goodput for rate at time , is the moving average of
the goodput, and is the moving average of the standard
deviation of the goodput. Similarly, it probes upward (to a
higher rate) when . Alternatively,
when the probing timer for a given rate option expires, MiRA
initiates probing at that given rate. In essence, MiRA uses
time-driven probing to update stale information on goodput
statistics, and event-driven probing scheme to quickly track
sudden channel variations. To remain adaptive, MiRA uses a
single A-MPDU to probe the selected rate. Given that there are
enough frames in the software queue, an A-MPDU can carry
up to 64 MPDUs, which are sufficient for the probe to collect
accurate loss statistics [4].
Candidate Rates for Probing: MiRA opportunistically se-

lects the candidate set of rates to probe at a given time. When
probing upward, it first starts from the immediate, higher rate
option within the same mode. Then, it sequentially goes to each
higher rate option, exploiting the fact that SFER in monotonic
within one mode. The intramode probing stops at the highest
rate option if its next higher rate has a goodput estimate smaller
than the highest goodput estimate obtained so far. It then ini-
tiates intermode probing, starting from the lowest rate, whose
loss-free goodput is higher than the highest goodput estimate
so far. This zigzag operation allows MiRA to handle SFER
nonmonotonicity in cross modes. In the example of Fig. 6, the
candidate rate set is {40.5SS, 54SS, 81SS, 108SS, 121.5SS,
108DS, 162DS, 216DS} when the upward probing starts from
27SS. Note that in intermode probing, the goodput estimate at
108SS is about 96 Mb/s, higher than the loss-free goodput at
81DS. Therefore, the intermode probing in DSmode starts from
108DS. In downward direction, probing starts from the imme-
diate lower rate within the same mode. It sequentially goes to
each lower rate until its highest goodput estimate so far is larger
than the next lower rate. This implies the best goodput esti-
mate so far is larger than the loss-free goodput that the lower
rate may offer. In the example of Fig. 7, the candidate rate set
is {108DS, 81DS, 54DS, 40.5SS, 54SS} when the downward
probing starts from 162DS. Note that the goodput estimate at
54DS is about 30 Mb/s, so MiRA does not probe 27SS, whose
loss-free goodput will be lower than the goodput estimate at
54DS. Therefore, MiRA initiates intermode probing. To this
end, 40.5SS is chosen first since its loss-free goodput is better
than 30Mb/s. It then probes upward at 54SS, which offers lower
goodput estimate, so it finally identifies the best rate as 40.5SS.
Two-Level Probing Priority: MiRA ranks the sequence of

rates to be probed within each mode and across modes using
a two-level priority scheme. The first-level priority addresses
intramode and intermode probing. In MiRA, intramode probing
is always given higher priority and takes precedence over in-
termode probing. Therefore, probing in MiRA always starts to
probe other rates in the samemode (SS or DS). The second-level
priority manages probing order among candidate rates in the
same mode. MiRA always gives higher priority to the rate op-
tion closer to the current rate. Therefore, it always probes the
adjacent rate first, and then the next higher/lower rate in the
same mode when probing upward/downward. In a sense, MiRA
stays in the middle between sequential rate adaptation (e.g.,
RRAA) and best-rate RA (e.g., SampleRate): It differs from

RRAA in that it may leap to the best rate nonsequentially; it dif-
fers from SampleRate in that it still probes sequentially among
rate candidates.
Adaptive Probing Interval: MiRA uses two mechanisms of

loss-proportional and binary exponential growth to adaptively
set the probing intervals for three eligible rates: the two adjacent
intramode rates and one intermode rate. These three rates are
used for probing upward and downward in the current mode and
probing in the other mode. The intermode rate is the smallest
rate in the other mode which loss-free goodput is larger than the
goodput at the current rate. Consider the current rate 54SS at
time in Fig. 6. The adaptive probing intervals are set for three
rates: 81SS and 40.5SS used for intramode, and 54DS whose
loss-free goodput is larger than the goodput 30 Mb/s at 54SS.
As MiRA adapts its rate upward or downward, these three rates
are also changed accordingly.
Whenever the probe to these three rates results in a smaller

goodput than the current transmission rate, the probing interval
for rate is adjusted based on the following formula:

(1)

where is the minimum probing interval (say, 2 ms in our im-
plementation), is the current loss percentage SFER at rate ,
is a threshold parameter for loss percentage (say, 10% in our

implementation), and denotes the number of probes to rate .
The update rule states that the probing interval increases in pro-
portion to the loss percentage once it exceeds the minimum
loss threshold. Moreover, as the number of probes to rate in-
creases over time, the probing interval grows exponentially, but
is upper-bounded by . The binary exponential growth elimi-
nates the rates that consistently offer lower goodput by probing
to these rates less frequently over time. Together, these two
mechanisms effectively reduce the probing frequency to the bad
rates, thus limiting the associated performance penalty.
Whenever the probe to one of these three rates yields higher

goodput, MiRA resets the probing interval and moves to the
new best rate. It subsequently applies the same update rule to
the three new probe rates.
2) Goodput Estimation: The moving average and deviations

of the goodput at probe rate are computed as follows:

where and are two parameters. Note that the
instantenous goodput depends on the aggregation level, which
may vary a lot from one aggregate frame to another. Using the
aggregation level measured from the current probe may lead to
fluctuating and inaccurate estimation. To address this issue, we
use the moving average of the aggregation level

where is the measured aggregation level (in terms of
frames) for the current probing frame. Based on this aggrega-
tion estimate, we compute the goodput as
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Fig. 8. Loss patterns without interference.

Fig. 9. Loss patterns with interference.

where is the payload size of a MAC-layer frame, and
is the various 802.11n protocol overhead (related to

, , , etc.).

B. Handling Hidden Terminals

Recent studies [4], [6] have shown that interference-induced
data losses can adversely affect the rate adaptation operations.
In such cases, reducing the rate upon losses may exacerbate col-
lisions since the transmission takes a long time at lower rates.
Thus, a good RA design should differentiate between channel
fading losses and collision losses. This holds for theMIMO case
as well.
Collision Detection: MiRA takes a novel approach to colli-

sion detection by exploiting the uniqueMIMO features of frame
aggregation and BlockAck. During our extensive experiments,
we have observed that channel fading losses and collision losses
tend to exhibit very different patterns (uniform and near-bi-
nary, respectively). As an illustrative example, Fig. 8 shows the
loss patterns of UDP traffic from the AP to a client located at
P15 without interference, while Fig. 9 presents the loss patterns
under a hidden terminal setting. Our hidden station is located
at P12 and varies the interference level by transmitting frames
at different rates (from 0.5 to 4 Mb/s). We categorize the frame
losses into three types, based on the number of retries and the
loss rate in the last retry. These results (and similar ones at other
locations) reveal a distinct pattern of collision losses

(2)

That is, the last aggregate frame experienced at least one retry,
yet in the last retry, it was received with very mild subframe
loss. The root cause of the above interference loss pattern can be
attributed to the corruption of the PHY header upon collisions,
thus causing the entire A-MPDU to be lost [19].
These findings provide us a simple heuristic to infer the

possible occurrence of collisions by checking the above con-
dition against each aggregate frame transmission. While this
heuristic is shown to be quite effective in our experiments
(detailed in Section VII), it may lead to incorrect detection

results occasionally (categorizing fading losses as collisions, or
vice versa). To improve the detection accuracy, MiRA relies on
repeated collision indications during a short timespan, rather
than a single instance. To this end, MiRA maintains a dynamic
interference observation window , which is normally
set to 0. Whenever an aggregate frame satisfies condition (2),
MiRA suspects collisions and thus initializes to a
predefined value (say, 3 in our implementation). For the sub-
sequent aggregate frames, if any of them exhibits the
collision pattern again, MiRA will confirm the collisions and
trigger the reactions, as described below. Otherwise,
decrements by one for each frame not satisfying condition (2),
until reaches 0.
Two alternatives to collision detection, using adaptive RTS

filter [4] and SNR [6], both have downsides in the 802.11n
MIMO case. An MIMO device typically operates at much
higher rates than the legacy 802.11b/a/g device, thus the rel-
ative overhead of RTS/CTS grows much larger. Because the
adaptive RTS/CTS scheme turns on RTS/CTS regardless of date
rate or frame size, it introduces significant overhead with high
rates and/or small frames. On the other hand, the SNR-triggered
approach requires the sender to obtain fine-grained, per-frame
accurate SNR information from the receiver, which is not
available in current 802.11n systems. Moreover, 802.11 sys-
tems only measure SNR for successfully received, not collided,
frames at the receiver.
Cost-Effective Collision Reaction: MiRA takes a cost-effec-

tive approach to whether to turn on RTS/CTS protection by en-
abling it only when the potential gain outweighs the overhead.
It first estimates the RTS/CTS transmission time and
A-MPDU’s transmission time as where an A-MPDU
with size is transmitted at rate . MiRA will turn
on RTS/CTS only if , where is a ben-
efit/cost ratio (say, 1.5 in our prototype). Benefit/cost ratio rep-
resents the minimum number of collisions that need to happen
to compensate the cost of enabling RTS/CTS. If this condition
is not met, MiRA resets , without turning on RTS/CTS.
MiRA further amortizes the RTS/CTS overhead over mul-

tiple aggregate frames. This is done by setting the network al-
location vector (NAV, supported by all 802.11 standards) as the
transmission time of multiple back-to-back aggregate frames in
the buffer. To reduce the negative impact of stealing fair access
from other competing devices, our prototype limits the amorti-
zation to two large back-to-back aggregate frames, though more
aggressive amortization is feasible.

VI. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR MIMO 802.11n RATE
ADAPTATION

In this section, we discuss alternative designs toMiRA,which
take different approaches to address SFER nonmonotonicity be-
tween cross-mode rates. Our first approach is a parallel MIMO-
mode RA scheme, which conceptually runs an independent RA
in each MIMO mode and selects the best-goodput rate from all
modes. We also discuss several other alternatives, which use
SNR, extensive probing at all MIMO modes, or 802.11n fast
MCS feedback to overcome SFER nonmonotonicity.

A. Window-Based 802.11n RA

WRA seeks to address SFER nonmonotonicity between
cross-mode rates by running an independent RA in each
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MIMO mode in parallel. To limit probing at low goodput rates,
WRA maintains and adjusts a sliding rate-selection window

in each MIMO mode. includes the current
best candidate transmission rates of each mode. WRA then
opportunistically selects, at runtime, the best-goodput rate
among the best SS/DS candidate rates. We next elaborate WRA
design.
1) Sliding Window Best Rate Selection: WRA design is

based on a rate-selection window, specified by [minRate,
maxRate]. RSWnd is introduced to reduce probing overhead
based on recent rate history. Specifically, it seeks to prevent
transmissions at high loss rates located above maxRate bound
or at low goodput rates located below minRate bound. To
achieve this, RSWnd is adjusted to the rate set that offers high
long-term average goodput. WRA then selects the best-goodput
rate within this set that offers highest opportunistic goodput
gains according to the instantaneous channel variations. To
overcome loss nonmonotonicity observed in cross-mode rates,
WRA maintains and adjusts different RSWnds for both SS
and DS modes. It sequentially moves rate-selection window
up/down for each mode independently upon low/high frames
losses to accommodate higher/lower rates, respectively. We
then need to answer the following questions: 1) how to decide
the best-throughput rate; 2) when to trigger window movement,
and how long it will be; 3) what is the appropriate window size.
Best-Throughput Rate Selection: WRA selects the

best-throughput rate among the rates included in SS and
DS RSWnds as , based on the moving av-
erage loss statistics .
represents MAC-layer throughput, while SFER is calculated
based on equation presented in Section II-B. Note that WRA
avoids using long-term aggregation statistics to select the best
rate. Thus, it can remain adaptive to fast channel dynamics. To
this end, it also devises an aging mechanism to periodically
reset long-term SFER statistics as we discuss next.
Triggers for Window Movement: WRA uses a time-driven

mechanism to trigger SS and DS windows’ movement. When
a timer expires, it first computes the highest throughput in-
side each RSWnd. It then moves the window downward if
the best throughput is lower than the loss-free throughput of

. Alternatively, WRA moves RSWnd upward if
its upper bound rate yields low SFER (less than 15%
for our prototype). Note that the timers for moving upward
and downward may be different, as we discuss next. To remain
responsive upon rapid channel deterioration, WRA also intro-
duces a fast reaction mechanism, which immediately moves
the SS/DS window downward if the last SS/DS transmission
has experienced excessive retries, respectively. Note that fast
reaction mechanism only moves the window downward, to
embrace lower rate options, without necessarily decreasing the
actual rate in use. Thus, it is much more robust than early RA
algorithms (e.g., ARF [3]), which immediately decrease the
rate upon consecutive subframe losses.
Length of Window Movement: WRA moves each RSWnd

upward or downward by one rate option at a time. The ratio-
nale behind this design choice is that loss still monotonically in-
creases/decreases when wemove to higher/lower rates across an
individual MIMO mode. Thus, WRA cautiously explores new
rate options one by one.

Procedure 2: : Input (BlockAck, MimoMode),
Output (r)

1: getRSWndBounds(MimoMode, &maxRate, &minRate);
2:
3: //Fast Reaction Mechanism
4: if txFailed(MimoMode, BlockAck) then
5: move_RSWnd_down(maxRate, minRate);
6: else if down_timer_fired() &&
maxThr(maxRate, minRate) lossfreeThr(minRate-1)
then

7: //Timer Expired and Channel is Bad
8: move_RSWnd_down (maxRate, minRate);
9: else if up_timer_fired() && then
10: //Timer Expired and Channel is Good
11: move_RSWnd_up (maxRate, minRate);
12: end if
13:
14: update_probe_timer(BlockAck, r);
15:
16: return best_RSWnd_rate(maxRate, minRate);

Impact of Window Size: WRA’s RSWnd is fixed to two rate
options for each MIMO mode, based on our experiments. It is
interesting to note that via the choice of window size, WRA
balances between responsiveness to fast channel changes and
probing overhead. With a window size of one, WRA degener-
ates to an RRAA-like algorithm, which transmits using the same
rate for a short-term time window. This design choice affects re-
sponsiveness to channel dynamics happening in finer time gran-
ularity.With window size of ,WRA is similar to SampleRate-
Unbounded theme described in Section VI-B, which needs to
pay a significant probing cost to keep updated the performance
statistics of the big rate span offered by MIMO 802.11n.
Adaptability Versus Probing Overhead: To remain respon-

sive to fast channel variations, WRA applies an aging mecha-
nism that resets periodically (every 50 ms in our prototype) the
loss statistics as , giving the oppor-
tunity to high goodput rates to be probed again. However, this
may increase transmissions at low goodput rates as well. To ad-
dress this issue, WRA uses MiRA’s adaptive probing interval
presented in Section V. When a transmission at rate fails (no
BlockAck is received), probing interval is updated with set
to . Probing interval is also reset for upon a successful
transmission to this rate. Hence, WRA eliminates the rates that
consistently offer lower goodput by probing to these rates less
frequently over time.
2) Putting Everything Together: WRA runs RSWnd opera-

tions described in Procedure 2 for each MIMOmode and finally
selects the best-goodput rate between the best SS and DS rates.
For our case study scenario of Section III, SS and DS RSWnds
will be set to and , respec-
tively, and WRA will select 162DS as the best-goodput rate. An
improvement or deterioration in channel quality will cause the
windows to sequentially move to higher or lower rate options,
respectively.
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We identify two different design philosophies comparing
WRA to MiRA. First, WRA seeks to address SFER nonmono-
tonicity between cross-mode rates by running in parallel across
different MIMO modes. For our case study setting described in
Section III, DS RSWnd will include the best-goodput 162DS
rate. On the other hand, MiRA applies a zigzag mechanism
to overcome this issue. Second, MiRA will transmit at the
selected rate for a short-term time window, until timers expire
or events are triggered. However, upon adjusting rate selection
windows, WRA can switch among different rate options on a
per-AMPDU basis. This design choice can be more adaptive
to fast channel dynamics, but it may come at a higher probing
overhead as we discuss in Section VII-C.
WRA’s operations across an individual MIMO mode differ

from legacy RAs. Compared to RRAA, which transmits using
the same rate over a short-term window,WRA chooses among a
set of rates on per-AMPDU granularity to exploit the intramode
channel opportunistic gains. Differently from SampleRate,
which applies random probing at different rates, WRA probes
only inside RSWnd. Thus, WRA stands in the middle between
sequential and best-rate adjustment design. Inside the RSWnd,
WRA jumps at the best-goodput rate. However, it moves the
window sequentially to accommodate higher/lower rates upon
better/worse channel.

B. Other Design Options for MIMO RA

Now, we discuss several alternative design approaches to
MIMO RA, which can be implemented as extensions to legacy
802.11a/b/g RAs. The first approach searches for the best rate
option within a prespecified range of rates spanning all modes.
However, it is nontrivial to properly preselect the range: The
smaller the rate range, the higher probability the optimal rate
is missed; the larger the rate range, the bigger the probing
overhead. We will further examine a tuned SampleRate design
in this category in Section VII-C. The second approach exploits
the observation made in Section IV-B and takes a SNR-based
mode selection. When the measured SNR is lower (or higher)
than a threshold, it chooses the SS mode (or DS mode) and
uses the conventional RA within the mode. One challenge
for this approach is how to set the thresholds, which change
with different operation environments, as we demonstrate in
Section VII-C. The third approach uses the fast MCS feedback
mechanism supported by the 802.11n standard, where the
receiver can communicate the best rate option to the sender.
In Section VII-C we discuss implementation limitations and
design challenges, which fast MCS feedback needs to address
in the current 802.11n chipsets.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we describe MiRA’s implementation and eval-
uate its performance using both controlled experiments and field
trials.

A. Implementation

We implemented MiRA in the firmware of a programmable
AP platform (about 900 lines of C code). Compared to other
RA algorithms, MiRA poses two implementation challenges.
First, its probing mechanism requires frame transmission and
rate control, which are two separate modules in the driver, to

TABLE V
GOODPUT GAINS OF MiRA OVER EXISTING RAS

be synchronized on a per-AMPDU basis. We maintain an ad-
ditional binary state for each client (other states kept at AP
are per-client statistics), which is set upon collision losses and
checked for each AMPDU transmission. The second challenge
is that the NAV for RTS cannot be directly set by the transmis-
sion module of the driver. To reserve the wireless channel, we
use Atheros’ Virtual more Fragment interface, which consists
of a virtual more-fragment bit and a
parameter. Atheros uses this interface to enable frame bursts.
Upon collision losses, if channel reservation is possible, we set
the bit as 1 and as the transmission time
of the aggregated frames that NAV in RTS protects (the recep-
tion time of BlockAck is also included in ). The
virtual more-fragment bit goes down to the hardware queue to-
gether with the burst of aggregate frames.

B. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare MiRA with RRAA [4], Sam-
pleRate [5], and Atheros MIMO RA [2]. For RRAA, we dis-
abled its adaptive RTS/CTS filter, except in the hidden terminal
settings, to avoid goodput degradation, which was observed
to be up to 12.2% during our experiments. These experiments
were conducted in various scenarios with static/mobile clients,
hidden terminal stations, under different MIMO configura-
tions with both TCP and UDP traffic. All the algorithms were
implemented on the AP side. The results show that MiRA
consistently outperforms existing alogithms in all scenarios,
with goodput gains up to 73.5% in field trials. MiRA gains over
existing RAs are summarized in Table V.
1) Static Clients: We first evaluate the RA algorithms with

static clients at multiple locations. We conduct these experi-
ments during midnight and, in the 5-GHz-band cases, we select
interference-free channels, as verified by the sniffer. We also
perform tests with various antennas configurations. The channel
bandwidth is set to 40 MHz in all experiments unless explicitly
specified.
UDP/3 3 Antennas/5-GHz Case: Fig. 10 plots the UDP

goodput measured at six different locations (as marked in Fig. 1)
with 3 3 antennas at 5-GHz band and the maximum MiRA
goodput gains over the other designs. We see that MiRA per-
forms better than other algorithms at all locations, with goodput
gains up to 70.7% over Atheros RA, 54.2% over RRAA, and
68.9% over SampleRate. Except from the closest client-to-AP
location where all RAs tend to transmit at high rates, MiRA de-
livers significant gains that can go up to 70.7% at location P4.
UDP/2 2 Antennas/5-GHz Case: To assess the impact of

antenna configurations, we also evaluate the system with 2 2
antennas, again at 5-GHz band. Our experiments show that
MiRA still outperforms other algorithms at all locations, with
the goodput gains varying from 15.2% to 104.5%. In 3 3
configuration, in the same layout (location, RA algorithm),
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Fig. 10. 3 3/5-GHz/UDP static setting.

Fig. 11. 3 3/5-GHz/TCP static setting.

Fig. 12. 3 3/2.4-GHz/40-MHz/UDP static setting.

we observe up to 43% higher goodput compared to the 2 2
configuration; this gain is attributed to additional signal redun-
dancy offered by the third antenna.
TCP/3 3 Antennas/5-GHz Case: We also conduct experi-

ments with one-flow TCP traffic. Fig. 11 shows thatMiRA gives
significant TCP goodput gain over others, up to 107.9% over
Atheros MIMORA, 37.5% over RRAA, and 124.8% over Sam-
pleRate. Similar to the UDP scenario, MiRA offers high gains
in all locations, starting from 24.1% (location P5) to 124.8%
(location P6).
UDP/3 3 Antennas/2.4-GHz/40-MHz Case: We also test

2.4-GHz channels. Setting the channel to 40MHz in 2.4 GHz re-
sults in partially overlapping channels. During this experiment,
we set our AP on Channel 1. We sniff many other APs on other
channels: 12 on Channel 1, 2 on Channel 4, 8 on Channel 6, 6
on Channel 9, and 9 on Channel 11. The goodput performance
and gains of MiRA vary from 9.6% to 57.7% at five locations,
as shown in Fig. 12. We see that losses and goodput degrada-
tion are significant compared to the 5-GHz band due to highly
uncontrolled interference.
UDP/3 3 Antennas/2.4-GHz/20-MHz Case: We finally

repeat the experiments of the 2.4-GHz band setting using
20-MHz channel. For the 20-MHz-channel case, MiRA gives
also significant gains that are up to 36.9% over Atheros RA,
70% over RRAA, and 80.3% over SampleRate. Even with
20-MHz channel, the highest goodput observed was 43 Mb/s
because of the intense interference.

Fig. 13. Goodput in mobility setting.

From our experiments, we identify additional aspects that
contribute to the performance gains of MiRA.
Effective Probing: Most existing RAs do not have any effi-

cient mechanism to learn from short-term past channel’s perfor-
mance, which can lead to significant amount of transmissions in
low goodput rates. For example, at location P4 of our case study,
RRAA sends 53% ofMPDUs at 121.5Mb/s, which exhibits sig-
nificant loss ( from Table I). Similar be-
havior is observed in other scenarios such as location P10, where
RRAA transmits 31.7% of MPDUs at 108SS that presents 34%
average loss. Similar to RRAA, SampleRate also uses nonadap-
tive probing, despite less aggressive than RRAA. In contrast, the
adaptive probing mechanism of MiRA prevents it from exces-
sively transmitting at lossy rates. MiRA transmits only 2% and
less than 3% of MPDUs at low-goodput rates at locations P4
and P10, respectively.
Handling SFER NonMonotonicity: By zigzagging between

MIMO modes, MiRA avoids to get trapped at lower rates
in loss nonmonotonicity scenarios. In our case study setting
at location P4, MiRA transmits 96% of frames at 162 Mb/s,
which is on average the best-goodput rate. In contrast, other
algorithms transmit their frames at rates lower than 162DS.
At location P10 where nonmonotonicity is exhibited between
108SS and 108DS rates, MiRA transmits 79% of its MPDUs
at 108DS, which is the average winner [Fig. 3(a)], differently
from other RAs which transmit at most 1% at this rate. We
also observed that Atheros MIMO RA may occasionally get
trapped at lower rates because of SFER same-rate-pair non-
monotonicity (say 54SS/DS) in some locations. The Atheros
algorithm a priori ranks all rates to be probed in the particular
order, say 54DS has higher ranking than 54SS but lower than
81SS in the implementation. Consider that the current probe
upper-bound rate is set as 54DS in the Atheros algorithm. If
54SS gives better performance than 54DS, the algorithm may
get trapped at 54SS (Table I).
2) Mobile Clients: In order to gauge the responsiveness of

MiRA to fast channel dynamics, we carry a client and walk from
P1 to P6 and then come back at approximately constant speed
of 1 m/s. Fig. 13 plots the goodput of the four RAs for both
UDP and single-flow TCP traffic. MiRA offers goodput gain up
to 116.1% over Atheros RA, up to 30.2% over RRAA, and up
to 182.2% over SampleRate. As discussed in Section V, MiRA
uses: 1) moving average to detect significant channel changes;
2) only one AMPDU to probe, which is transmitted in a rela-
tively short period and typically contains enough samples; and
3) resetting statistical history upon rate changes. Consequently,
MiRA quickly adapts to channel dynamics due to mobility.
3) Setting With Hidden Terminals: We next evaluate whether

MiRA can successfully infer collision losses and adjust the rate
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Fig. 14. Goodput in hidden terminal.

Fig. 15. MiRA performance in field trials.

accordingly in the hidden terminal scenario of Section V-B.
We also compare MiRA to MiRA-basic (MiRA without inter-
ference module) to evaluate the performance of our interfer-
ence module. In the hidden terminal setting, we also turn on
RRAA’s Adaptive RTS filter. Fig. 14 presents the gains ofMiRA
at five interference levels where we vary the traffic intensity
of the hidden terminal. We observe that MiRA is very effec-
tive in intense interference scenarios (4 and 5 Mb/s), where it
gives up to 11.9 times higher goodput over Atheros MIMO RA
and SampleRate. MiRA performs similarly to RRAA, without
having to pay the RTS/CTS overhead of RRAA’s adaptive RTS
filter. Finally, MiRA gains over MiRA-Basic range from 5.1%
to 599.9%. MiRA big gains are attributed to its selective RTS
mechanism, which limits collision losses and prevents MiRA
from probing down by misinterpreting interference as channel
losses. MiRA yields up to 32.5% smaller average loss compared
to Atheros MIMO RA and SampleRate. By avoiding probing
down in high interference scenarios, MiRA still transmits at
high rates under heavy collisions. With 4 Mb/s interference,
Atheros MIMO RA transmits 94% of frames at the lowest rate
13.5 Mb/s, while MiRA only transmits 6% at this rate.
4) Field Trials: We also conduct uncontrolled field trials

under realistic scenarios, where various sources of dynamics
coexist in a complex manner. In our field trial, we use three
static clients, at locations P4, P10, and P17, and we move an
802.11n client on a regular basis based on the mobility scenario
of Section VII-B.2. We use TCP traffic to evaluate each RA for
about an hour. During our experiments, the physical environ-
ment was highly dynamic as people walk back and forth. Fig. 15
shows the comparison results both for 5-GHz band and the more
dynamic and congested 2.4-GHz band. MiRA gives goodput
gains up to 67.4% over Atheros MIMORA, 28.9% over RRAA,
and 32.1% over SampleRate.

C. Assessing MIMO RA Alternatives

We next assess the alternative MIMO RA designs presented
in Section VI in a wide SNR range of controlled settings (from

Fig. 16. MIMO RA alternatives in static settings.

Fig. 17. MIMO-SampleRate versus different SNR thresholds.

Fig. 18. MIMO RA alternatives in field trials.

10 to 30 dB) and field trials, at 5-GHz band, with 40-MHz chan-
nels and 3 3 antennas. In field trials, we use three static clients,
at P15, P4, and a sibling to P8 location (P8a). We also move a
client on a regular basis from location P3a (sibling to P3) to P7
through P4 at pedestrian speed. Traffic is UDP and TCP for con-
trolled and field trial settings, respectively.
Window-Based RA Algorithm: Our experiments presented

in Fig. 16 show 5.3% goodput gains of WRA over MiRA (at
P18). Interestingly, we observe that the average SNR at P18 is
14 dB and belongs to [13 dB, 16 dB] SNR range, in which our
experiments have not identified a winning MIMO-mode (see
Section IV-B). WRA is more adaptive in this setting, as it can
switch between rates of different modes on a per-AMPDU gran-
ularity. In the remaining locations, MiRA is able to converge to
the best rate with less probing overhead and yields gains from
0.7% to 9.2% over WRA. In field trials presented in Fig. 18,
WRA performs similarly to MiRA, while it gives gains up to
72.5% over the other designs.
Tuned Samplerate Algorithm: By upper-bounding sampling

up to two rates higher than the current rate, SampleRate has
limitations to address SFER nonmonotonicity as stated in
Section III. To address this issue, we implement SampleRate-4
that enlarges the sampling bound to 4 and SampleRate-Un-
bounded that allows for search among all the rates larger than
the current rate. Fig. 16 indeed shows that by expanding its
search scope, SampleRate-4 achieves goodput gain of 18% over
SampleRate at P9. However, SampleRate-4 does not perform as
well in the other three locations. At P19, SampleRate delivers
21.2% goodput gain over SampleRate-4. SampleRate-Un-
bounded is even worse, incurring goodput reduction up to
37.3%. Trace analysis reveals that SampleRate transmits 87%
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of frames at the high-goodput rates (40.5 Mb/s, 54 Mb/s),
whereas SampleRate-4 transmits only 50% at these rates.
SampleRate-Unbounded transmits 9.5% of frames at almost
100% loss. Sampling of these expanded rates consequently
incurs higher probe penalty.
SNR-Based Mode Selection RA: Our proposed MIMO-Sam-

pleRate selects the SS/DS mode based on a preselected SNR
threshold, (14 dB in our implementation) measured from
the received ACK frames and averaged over all antennas.1

This design exploits the findings of Section IV-B, where in
low/high-SNR range SS/DS is more likely to be the winning
mode. Once the mode is chosen based on SNR, SampleRate
algorithm is used within the selected mode.
MIMO-SampleRate achieves higher or similar goodput com-

pared to tuned-SampleRate, with goodput gains up to 20% in
static settings (Fig. 16) and 40.4% in field trials (Fig. 18). How-
ever, MiRA still outperforms MIMO-SampleRate with goodput
gains up to 30% in statics settings and 23.6% in field trials.
These results indicate that the SNR-based MIMO-SampleRate
can achieve pretty good performance while retaining its opera-
tion simplicity. However, our experiments show that there may
not be an optimal SNR threshold to give the highest goodput in
all the settings. The best SNR threshold values may also depend
on the operation environment. Fig. 17 shows the goodput per-
formance of different SNR thresholds at locations P9, P16, and
P17, whose average SNRs are 23, 16, and 14.5 dB, respectively.
By choosing a high SNR threshold, say 25 dB, at location P9, we
exclude DS rates (including the highest-goodput rate 162DS),
thus incurring goodput degradation up to 34.9% compared to
using [13 dB, 16 dB] thresholds at P9. However, choosing SNR
thresholds in [13 dB, 16 dB] does not guarantee the best per-
formance in other locations. At P16 and P17, 25-dB threshold
outperforms other choices up to 15.3% and 14.8%, respectively.
This is attributed to the algorithm’s fluctuation between SS/DS
modes when using other threshold values. For example, at P17,
while 25-dB threshold transmits more than 98% of the frames
at 81SS (which is the best-goodput rate), other threshold values
give suboptimal rate distributions.
RA Based on Fast MCS Feedback: Fast MCS feed-

back (MFB) supported by the IEEE 802.11n standard can be
used for receiver-initiated rate adaptation based on per-frame
feedback [11]–[14], [18]. Although MFB is more adaptive to
fast channel dynamics compared to MiRA, it faces certain
practical limitations and design challenges. First, MFB is an
optional feature, and its implementation is vendor-dependent.
Our available APs, which use proprietary drivers from Atheros
(AR5416 chipset) and Broadcom (BCM47XX, BCM53XX
chipsets) and popular open source drivers, such as Intel’s
iwlagn and Atheros’ ath9k, do not currently implement MFB
algorithms. As a result, loss-based, transmitter-side RAs such
as MiRA are required when MCS feedback is not available.
Second, SNR presents limitations to predict packet loss for
real links because of interference [15] and multipath [13].
Interestingly, our experiments reveal large SNR variations even
in RF chamber, where there is no interference and multipath is
suppressed. Figs. 19 and 20 plot the per-antenna received SNR
for the control (primary 20-MHz channel) and the extension
channel in a static 3 3 setting, when an 802.11n client sends
back-to-back UDP 1.5-kB MPDUs at the AP (aggregation

1A more sophisticated design that uses two thresholds gives similar results.

Fig. 19. Per-antenna SNR of control channel in a static RF-chamber setting.

Fig. 20. Per-antenna SNR of extension channel in a static RF-chamber setting.

is disabled). The rate is fixed at 135 Mb/s, and the time gap
between consecutive frames is less than 0.35 ms. The SNR
in each antenna is the average of the SNRs of OFDM sub-
carriers. We observe that SNR variations can be up to 5 dB
between consecutive frames for the control and the extension
channel and can affect the rate selection. SNR fluctuations in
commodity 802.11 devices have been verified by independent
studies [7], [13], [15]. They can be attributed to hardware
impairments (i.e., nonlinear amplifiers [23]) and poor SNR
estimation algorithms in the hardware [15], which violate the
linear-time invariant system assumptions. SNR calibration
algorithms [7] and new metrics [13], [14] can be used to
overcome these SNR fluctuations. Finally, SNR-BER relations
vary with different propagation environments. Consequently,
SNR-based solutions require in situ training to perform well
across different propagation environments [6].
Ideally, MFB is communicated on a per-transmission basis.

However, is there any protocol overhead? What is the impact of
delayed MFB in RA performance? Kant et al. in [14] show that
MFB delays can lead to more than 40% throughput decrease.
We further investigate MFB in our future work.

VIII. RELATED WORK

There have been several rate adaptation pro-
posals [3]–[9], [13] in recent years. Many of them
target the legacy 802.11a/b/g networks [4]–[7] or take a
cross-layer approach [8], [9] by using PHY-layer feedback to
select the best-goodput rate. These algorithms are not designed
for MIMO systems, and they do not consider MIMO modes
and 802.11n frame aggregation. The early work on MIMO
RA [11]–[14], [18] takes the receiver-based approach by
exploiting the MCS feedback. Although, these approaches
can be more adaptive to fast channel dynamics, they have not
been widely adopted by commodity 802.11n systems due to
their practical limitations (Section VII-C). Transmitter-based
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approaches have been proposed as well. ARFHT [20] selects
the best MIMO mode based on SNR differences among
receive antennas. It assumes MIMO channel reciprocity as
it measures SNR at the sender based on received frames.
ARFHT faces the challenges of using SNR feedback raised in
Section VII-C. Atheros MIMO RA selects the best-goodput
rate based on SFER statistics, while it upper-bounds probing
and rate selection.
There are also a few experimental studies relevant to this

work. In [13], authors study packet error rate/SNR relation,
without focusing on the performance of different MIMOmodes.
In [10], experiments are based on a testbed that supports only
a limited set of 802.11n features. Finally, theoretical studies
on MIMO communications [17], [18] seek to characterize the
theoretical tradeoffs of MIMO systems, often in the limiting
cases. In contrast, our study uses real experiments to examine
the behavior of 802.11n MIMO devices.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we empirically study MIMO rate adaptation,
using an IEEE 802.11n compliant, programmable AP platform.
The key insight learned is that diversity-oriented SS mode and
spatial multiplexing-driven DS mode exhibit different features
and cannot be managed indistinctly. Existing RA solutions do
not properly consider characteristics of SS and DS, thus suf-
fering from severe performance degradation. To this end, we
first propose MiRA, a new zigzag RA algorithm that explicitly
adapts to the SS and DS modes in 802.11n MIMO systems. We
also design and evaluate window-based and SNR-based MIMO
RA solutions. Our experiments in controlled testbeds and field
trials show clear gains of MIMO-mode-aware RAs. In a nut-
shell, our work is among the first to examine MIMO RA in a
practical setting using programmable 802.11n commercial hard-
ware. We expect that our results will stimulate more community
effort on MIMO RA, to exploit the full capacity of the MIMO
channel.
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